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Refer to pages 6 and 7 to introduce or review the writing trait.

IDEAS
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Name: 

Ideas

IDEAS

Choose a strong idea before you write.
It’s easier to write about what you know.

 A. Read each paragraph about a city. Fix the names of places that 
need a capital letter. Then answer the questions. 

Bevington
by Jacob

bevington is a great town. At Lake jasper, you can rent a boat 
and have a cookout on the shore. There are also many places to 
eat a cold ice-cream cone on a hot day. The people are friendly 
in town. They love showing visitors around.

New Delway
by Michael

New delway is in Monitor county. Highway 4 goes there. 
My friend went there once. There is a gas station. I heard 
they’re getting a new grocery store.

1. Which writer has probably been to the town he wrote about?
Give one reason why.

2. Which writer has more interesting things to say about his topic?

 B. Answer the questions with ideas you can write about.

1. Name a place you’ve visited. 

2. What is one interesting thing you can say about that place?

Week 1 • Day 1

Jacob probably has been to Bevington. He can describe many 
things in the town.

Jacob has more interesting things to say because he knows more 
about the town.

Sample Answer: Mammoth Cave

Sample Answer: have to slide on your belly through parts of the cave
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Name: 

Ideas

IDEAS

Your purpose is the reason you’re writing.
A strong idea is one that fits your purpose.

 A. Begley Bookstore gave Emily’s class free books. Her class decided to 
write thank-you letters. Read Emily’s letter and answer the questions. 
Fix the names that need a capital letter.

Dear Begley Bookstore,
 Leonard Saves the Day was the book I got. Leonard is the main 
character. He is a bear that rides a scooter around town. He helps 
people. In the end, leonard saves mayor Jones from Mr. badman,
an evil wizard.
 Sincerely,

  Emily

1. Did Emily’s writing fit the purpose? Why or why not?

2. What should Emily have said in her letter? Write one or two sentences.

 B. Pretend you are writing about your favorite restaurant. 
For each purpose, write a strong idea.

1. Purpose: to describe something at the restaurant

  My Idea: 

2. Purpose: to tell a funny story about the restaurant

  My Idea: 

Week 1 • Day 2

No, because she did not thank Begley Books for the book.

Sample Answer: Thank you for Leonard Saves the Day. I liked the 
part where Leonard saves Mayor Jones.

the best dessert

when my baby sister threw food at the server

Sample Answers: 

  DAY 1

Read the rule aloud. Ask: Why do you think it is better 
to write about what you know? (e.g., You know all the 
details; it’s easier to form ideas.) Guide students 
through the activities.

• Activity A (Convention): Read aloud each 
paragraph. Ask: Do you notice anything that is 
wrong or missing? (capital letters) Say: Remember to 
use capital letters in proper nouns, such as names of 
people and places. Model making a correction with 
proofreading marks. 

 For question 1, point out how Jacob’s paragraph 
has many details that he could probably only 
know if he had been to Bevington, whereas 
Michael’s paragraph tells about things he heard 
from someone else. Have students write their 
answers. Then ask volunteers to share their 
opinions in response to question 2. Summarize by 
saying: If your idea is something you know a lot about, 
it’s easy to say many interesting things about it.

• Activity B: Say: Let’s think of some ideas of our 
own. Remember, it’s better to write about what you 
know. Have students share their answers.

  DAY 2

Read the rule aloud. Say: Every piece of writing has a 
purpose. Then guide students through the activities.

• Activity A (Convention): Have students read 
the letter silently and mark capitalization errors. 
Then go over the corrections.

 For question 1, ask: What was Emily’s purpose for 
writing? (to thank Begley Books) Ask: Did she thank 
Begley Books? (no) Explain that while she told 
about the book, she did not express thanks, so 
her writing did not fit the purpose. For question 2,
invite volunteers to share their ideas. 

• Activity B: Say: You have the big idea to write 
about your favorite restaurant, but you have to narrow 
that big idea to fit your purpose. Have students 
brainstorm ideas for items 1 and 2 independently 
or in pairs. Ask students to share their ideas, 
confirming that their ideas match each purpose.

IDEAS
Choosing a Strong Idea

WEEK

1
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Convention:
Capitalizing proper nouns

IDEAS
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Name: 

Ideas

IDEAS

Choose a strong idea.
A strong idea fits your purpose and audience.

 A. Think of events that have happened at school. What ideas can you 
write about? Write them in the web.

 B. Pretend you are a reporter for the local newspaper. You will write a 
newspaper article about a school event. Answer the questions below.

 1. What is the purpose of the article?

 2. Who is your audience?

 3. Which of your ideas in Activity A best fits the purpose and audience?
Make a checkmark next to it.

Week 1 • Day 4

School Events

Idea: Idea:

Idea: Idea:

to tell about an event

everyone in the community

Answers will vary.

Sample Answers:

spelling bee book fair

fi eld day bake sale
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Name: 

Ideas

IDEAS

Your audience is who will read your writing.
Make sure your idea fits your audience.

 A. Imagine you are going to write about a neighborhood carnival. 
Who is the best audience for each idea below? Draw a line to 
connect each idea to the correct type of writing.

Idea What to Write

 1. a list of businesses that donated
supplies to the carnival

 a. a letter to a friend

 2. why your friend should come
with you

 b. a journal entry that only you 
will read

 3. your secret fear of falling 
off the Ferris wheel

 c. a news article for a local 
newspaper

 B. Read this news article. Fix the words that need a capital letter. 
Then follow the directions below. 

Officer Saves Boy and Dog
Officer Sarah Goldman made a brave rescue last Sunday 

night. Josh Hogan of Rose Valley was walking his dog by the 
Pitt river when it began to rain very hard. The boy and his dog 
were quickly swept into the rising river. Officer goldman was on 
her way home when she saw Josh struggling to stay afloat. She 
jumped into the river and carried the boy and his dog to safety. 
The mayor called officer Goldman a hero.

Imagine you are Josh. You are going to write some letters about 
what happened. Tell what you would write about in each one.

1. To: Officer Goldman

  Idea: 

 2. To: your best friend

  Idea:  

Week 1 • Day 3

how thankful I am that she saved me

how I’ll never walk by the river on a rainy day again

Sample Answers:

  DAY 3

Read the rule aloud. Ask: Why would it be important to 
think about who will read your writing? (e.g., so you know 
what to say, how to say it, and what words to use) 
Then guide students through the activities.

• Activity A: For item 1, read aloud the 
choices and ask: Would a friend care about a 
list of businesses? (no) Say: That is something the 
community would want to know, so it is a good idea 
for a newspaper. Have students draw a line to the 
answer. Continue to discuss each item and its 
appropriate answer.

• Activity B (Convention): Point out the 
headline and read the article aloud. Review the 
rules for capitalizing proper nouns. Have students 
find and correct the capitalization errors.

 For item 1, ask: If Josh were writing a letter to Officer 
Goldman, would he need to explain the details of 
the rescue? (no) Why? (the officer was there; she 
already knows the details) What would he probably 
say? (thank you) Have students complete item 2 
independently, sharing responses when finished.

  DAY 4

Read the rule aloud. Then guide students through the 
activities.

• Activity A: Have volunteers name a few school 
events that have taken place, such as fairs, 
performances, or contests. Then have students 
complete the web.

• Activity B: For question 1, remind students of 
the news article they read on Day 3. Ask: Was the 
purpose to tell a funny story or to tell the facts about 
an event? (tell the facts) Have students write their 
answers and complete questions 2 and 3. Discuss 
students’ responses.

  DAY 5  Writing Prompt
• Write a news article about an event at your school. 

Use the idea you chose on Day 4. Then write a 
headline for your article.

• Be sure to capitalize the names of people and places.
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Name: 

Ideas

IDEAS

Choose a strong idea before you write. 
It’s easier to write about what you know.

 A. Read each paragraph about a city. Fix the names of places that 
need a capital letter. Then answer the questions. 

Bevington
by Jacob

bevington is a great town. At Lake jasper, you can rent a boat 
and have a cookout on the shore. There are also many places to 
eat a cold ice-cream cone on a hot day. The people are friendly  
in town. They love showing visitors around.

New Delway
by Michael

New delway is in Monitor county. Highway 4 goes there.  
My friend went there once. There is a gas station. I heard  
they’re getting a new grocery store.

1. Which writer has probably been to the town he wrote about? 
Give one reason why.

2. Which writer has more interesting things to say about his topic?

 B. Answer the questions with ideas you can write about.

1. Name a place you’ve visited. 

2. What is one interesting thing you can say about that place?

Week 1 • Day 1
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Name: 

Ideas

IDEAS

Your purpose is the reason you’re writing. 
A strong idea is one that fits your purpose.

 A. Begley Bookstore gave Emily’s class free books. Her class decided to  
write thank-you letters. Read Emily’s letter and answer the questions.  
Fix the names that need a capital letter.

Dear Begley Bookstore,
 Leonard Saves the Day was the book I got. Leonard is the main 
character. He is a bear that rides a scooter around town. He helps 
people. In the end, leonard saves mayor Jones from Mr. badman, 
an evil wizard.
 Sincerely, 

  Emily

1. Did Emily’s writing fit the purpose? Why or why not?

2. What should Emily have said in her letter? Write one or two sentences.

 B. Pretend you are writing about your favorite restaurant.  
For each purpose, write a strong idea.

1. Purpose: to describe something at the restaurant

  My Idea: 

2. Purpose: to tell a funny story about the restaurant

  My Idea: 

Week 1 • Day 2
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Name: 

Ideas

IDEAS

Your audience is who will read your writing. 
Make sure your idea fits your audience.

 A. Imagine you are going to write about a neighborhood carnival. 
Who is the best audience for each idea below? Draw a line to 
connect each idea to the correct type of writing.

Idea What to Write

 1. a list of businesses that donated 
supplies to the carnival

 a. a letter to a friend

 2. why your friend should come 
with you

 b. a journal entry that only you 
will read

 3. your secret fear of falling  
off the Ferris wheel

 c. a news article for a local 
newspaper

 B. Read this news article. Fix the words that need a capital letter.  
Then follow the directions below. 

Officer Saves Boy and Dog
Officer Sarah Goldman made a brave rescue last Sunday 

night. Josh Hogan of Rose Valley was walking his dog by the 
Pitt river when it began to rain very hard. The boy and his dog 
were quickly swept into the rising river. Officer goldman was on 
her way home when she saw Josh struggling to stay afloat. She 
jumped into the river and carried the boy and his dog to safety. 
The mayor called officer Goldman a hero.

Imagine you are Josh. You are going to write some letters about 
what happened. Tell what you would write about in each one.

1. To: Officer Goldman

  Idea: 

 2. To: your best friend

  Idea:  

Week 1 • Day 3
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Name: 

Ideas

IDEAS

Choose a strong idea.
A strong idea fits your purpose and audience.

 A. Think of events that have happened at school. What ideas can you 
write about? Write them in the web.

 B. Pretend you are a reporter for the local newspaper. You will write a 
newspaper article about a school event. Answer the questions below.

 1. What is the purpose of the article?

 2. Who is your audience?

 3. Which of your ideas in Activity A best fits the purpose and audience?
Make a checkmark next to it.

Week 1 • Day 4

School Events

Idea: Idea:

Idea: Idea:


